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SUMMARY
The design of large wind turbines of the horizontal-axis type has evolved
rapidly during the past five years (fig. l). Major changes have taken place
in the structural and mechanical features of second generation wind turbines
like the 2.5 MW Mod-2 (fig. 2), compared with first generation machines like
the 200 kW Mod-OA (fig. 3) and 2.0 MW Mod I. These changes have reduced the
projected cost of electricity produced by second generation wind turbines to
one-half that of first generation systems. Furthermore, wind machines like
the Mod-2 have been designed to take advantage of the economies of mass pro-
duction, so electricity generation costs are expected to eventually be cut in
half again. Thus, during the past five years the goals of economy and reli-
ability have led to a significant evolution in the basic design - both external
and internal - of large wind turbine systems.
To show the scope and nature of recent changes in wind turbine designs,
developments of three types are described: (1) system configuration develop-
ments; (2) computer code developments; and (3) blade technology developments.
Developments in system configuration are shown by direct comparison of Mod-2
components (fig. 4) with equivalent elements in the earlier Mod-OA system
(fig. 5). Significant economy has been achieved in blades by changing from
lightweight but expensive aluminum aircraft construction to heavier but cheaper
welded steel fabrication. As a result, rotor costs which were disproportion-
ately high in the Mod-OA system now account for less than 25 percent of the
Mod-2 cost of electricity (fig. 6). In addition, heavy and rigid elements
like the Mod-OA tower, hub, and drive-train bedplate have evolved into lighter,
more flexible, and more economical components in the Mod-2 machine.
Computer code development (fig. 7) has closely paralleled and supported
configuration development. Special-purpose computer codes are now available
for predicting the aerodynamic performance and structural dynamic behavior
of large horizontal-axis wind turbines. Both proprietary and non-proprietary
codes (with development and verification coordinated by LeRC) are listed in
figure 8. Sources for detailed information on these codes are given in
figure 9. Application of the newly-developed MOSTAS code is illustrated by
comparing calculated dynamic blade loads with loads measured on the lO0 kW
Mod-O test turbine (figs. lO and ll).
Blade costs are one of the most important factors in determining the cost
of generating electricity by wind power. Therefore, a wide variety of develop-
ments in blade design have occurred in the past five years, with the goal of
reducing both initial cost and maintenance. Seven different blade designs
are described (fig. 12) to illustrate the evolution which has taken place.
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The trend is toward the use of materials and manufacturing processes that
produce blades which are lower in relative cost but higher in relative weight,
compared to the complete wind turbine.
While design improvements in second-generation wind turbine generators
have significantly reduced the projected cost of electricity, further improve-
ments are expected in the near future. The design of large wind turbines will
continue to evolve, based on new technology and operating experience with
present machines (fig. 13).
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DISCUSSION
What is the percentage cost associated with the Mod-I blades and the Mod-2
blades?
The cost of the two Mod-I blades is about 34 percent of the installed cost
of the whole system. For the Mod-2 machine the blades represent about
25 percent of the capital investment. Now the bar chart I showed was based
on the cost of electricity, which includes not only capital investment but
also operation and maintenance costs. So there will be some small differ-
ences in the percentages.
The breakdown of weights and the approximate cost percentages will be given
in some of the later presentations. There is hesitation, sometimes, on
cost breakdowns because all the machines are not directly comparable. On
the Mod-I there are blades that are very expensive. On the Mod-2 the hub
is an integral part of the blades, so we speak of rotors. Many times we
try to compare Mod-l, Mod-OA and Mod-2 and it becomes a real problem. We
would be happy to give you the actual dollar values behind the bar charts.
At the time the requests for proposal went out for Mod-2, had DOE made the
decision for a soft tower, or did the soft tower happen to win out?
The latter is the case. The soft tower was proposed by the Boeing Engi-
neering and Construction Company which was the winner of the Mod-2 contract.
As to all of these features that you outlined that contributed to the weight
reduction, were they all fixed at the time the decision was made to go that
way, or were some of them developed as the design process went along?
Some were developed during the conceptual and preliminary design processes.
At the beginning of the Mod-2 effort, there were extensive trade studies
conducted by Boeing: soft tower versus hard; two blades versus three
blades; upwind rotor versus downwind. What you see here are the results of
those studies.
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WTG CHARACTERISTICSREQUIRE SOPHISTICATEDANALYSIS CODES
o LARGE FLEXIBLE ROTATING AIRFOILS, SUBJECT TO AEROELASTICLOADS,
COUPLED LOADS,AND DYNAMIC INSTABILITY
o LONG-LIFESTRUCTURES (UP TO 30 YR), SUBJECT TO FATIGUE
• ALL-WEATHERMACHINE, SUBJECT TO HIGH WINDS, SNOW, ICE, RAIN, DUST,
TEMP EXTREMES,VANDALISM
• AIR LOADS ARE TRANSIENT,CYCLIC, AND STOCHASTIC
• EFFICIENTPERFORMANCEREQUIRED,SUBJECT TO CUT-IN, CUT-OUT, POWER
CONTROL, YAW CONTROL, AND WIND PROBABILITY
e AUTOMATI_ UNATTENDED,REMOTE, FAILSAFE OPERATIONREQUIRED, WITH LOW
OPERATIONSAND mAInTENANCEBUDGET
Figure 7
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS COMPUTER CODES FOR HORIZONTALAXIS WIND TURBINES
1, NON-PROPRIETARYCODES
1
i
,
o AUTHOR: PARAGON PACIFIC, INC,
• MOSTAB-WT SINGLE BLADE, 1DEGREE OF FREEDOM (DOF)
• MOSTAB-WTE LERC EMPIRICALADDITIONS
• MOSTAB-HFW 4 DOF ROTOR, PLUS TEETERING
• MOSTAS COMPLETE WTG SYSTE_ MOD-2 APPLICATIONBY BEC
PROPRIETARYWTG SYSTEM CODES
o REXOR-WT LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA
• GETSS GE SPACE DIVISION
• F-762 UNITED TECHNOLOGYRES, CENTER
VERIFICATIONREQUIRED OF ALL CODES
• MOD-O LOAD DATA
o MOD-2 1/20 SCALE WIND TUNNEL MODEL DATA
WEST WTG SIMULATOR
o HYBRID ANALOG/DIGITALCOMPUTER
e USES MOSTAS SOFTWARE
, SPEED INCREASEBY FACTOR OF 100
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AVAILABLESTRUCTURAL-DYNAMICCODES
CODE
SOURCE
MOSTAB-WT Mr. Barry Holchin
Mechanics Research Incorporated
9841 Airport Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90045
MOSTAB-WTE Dr. David A. Spera
NASA-Lewis 49-6
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135
MOSTAB-HFW Mr. John A. Hoffman
Paragon Pacific Incorporated
1601 E. El Segundo Boulevard
GETTS Mr. Clyde Stahle
General Electric Space Division
Box 8661
Philadelphia, PA 19101
F-762 Dr. Richard Bielawa
United Technologies Research Center
East Hartford, CT 06108
MOSTAS Mr. John A. Hoffman
Paragon Paciflc Incorporated
1601 E. El Segundo Boulevard
El Segundo, CA 90245
REXOR-WT Mr. Robert E. Donham
Dept 75-21, Bldg. 360, Plant B-6
Burbank, CA 91520
Reference
"Comparlson of Computer Codes for Calculating Dynamic Loads In Wind Turbines.
by D. Spera. NASA TM-73773 and DOE/NASA/f028/78-16, 1978.
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DESIGNOF LARGE,HORIZONTALAXISWIND TURBINEGENERATORS
WTG DESIGNREQUIRESSOPHISTICATEDTECHNOLOGYBACKEDBY SPECIALIZED
ANALYTICALTOOLS,
THESETOOLSARE AVAILABLENOW,BUT THEY REQUIRECONTINUOUSMAINTENANCE,
VERIFICATION,AND UPGRADING,
DESIGNIMPROVEMENTS-- VALIDATEDBY ANALYSISAND MOD-OTESTS-- HAVE:
e REDUCEDSTRESSESIN MOD-OAWTG
, REDUCEDROTORCOSTSIN MOD-2WTG
, CONTROLLEDCOSTSOF MOD-2TOWERAND NACELLE
4, DESIGNREQUIREMENTSAND METHODSWILL CONTINUETO EVOLVE,TO INCLUDE:
, NEW MOD-O,-OA,AND -1 TEST DATA
e MORE ANALOGSIMULATIONAND GRAPHICS
, MORE STATISTICALDATA ON WIND LOADS
, IMPROVEMENTSIN FATIGUEAND BUCKLINGANALYSES
, DESIGNHANDBOOKS
Figure 13
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